
The fire that destroyed the Royal Cape Breton Yacht Club 
on May 3rd was a devastating blow to those of us who 

work in the field of heritage preservation. Many people, when 
informed about the fire, were relieved. They said; “Well, that 
solves the problem.”  But does it?  Losing a structure like the 
Royal Cape Breton Yacht Club to fire is as devastating a loss to 
the community as the demolition of the structure. Built heritage 
is a non-renewable resource. Once a one hundred and thirteen 
year old building is lost, it cannot be rebuilt. It is a resource that 
is valuable, especially in communities, like ours, that depend so 
much on the revenue generated by tourism.   

Among other things, this fire highlights the fact that built 
heritage in Sydney is under attack. Within a quarter of a 
kilometer, the community has lost no less than six heritage 
buildings in the last year alone.

The Duchemin House at 70 George Street was torn down 
to make room for a larger and more modern residential 
care facility. This demolition not only ignored the wishes 
of the community, but disregarded community-created (and 
municipally enforced) heritage district by-laws. Three houses 
on Charlotte Street were just torn down to allow for the 

expansion of the Justice Centre. A house on the Esplanade, 
next to Governor’s, was lost in December to a fire caused by 
faulty Christmas lights. Finally, the Royal Cape Breton Yacht 
Club was destroyed by fire in the midst an extended dispute 
over the future of the property with ECBC.

These losses are not only devastating to heritage activists, 
but to the community as a whole. If we continue to lose 
heritage properties at the rate of six a year, it will be only a 
matter of time before there is little heritage value left in the 
Northend and downtown.  It should not come as a surprise that 
cruise ship passengers don’t get off the boat to see a modern 
subdivision. They don’t get off the boat to see towering 
glass and concrete buildings identical to those in every other 
uninteresting metropolis across North America.

Our political representatives must speak out and support the 
heritage community in their words and their development 
and funding decisions. So far they have been silent. Our own 
Councilor in the Northend has in fact said nothing on the 
Yacht Club or any of the other pressing heritage issues in our 
neighbourhood.   
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BUILT HERITAGE UNDER ATTACK
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GAELIC SOCIETY CELTIC MUSIC 
CONCERT SERIES

The Cape Breton Gaelic Society will kick off its 2013 Celtic 
Music Concert Series on June 25th in the Northend’s 

historic St. George’s Church (119 Charlotte Street). Besides its 
charm and aesthetic appeal, St. George’s is famous for its great 
acoustics. Concerts in the 2013 series will be held on the last 
Tuesday of each month from June through September with all 
proceeds going to Gaelic language courses and scholarships. 

Performers, all volunteers, range from talented amateurs to 
music teachers to professional musicians. Last years’ fiddlers 
included Colin Grant, Dawn and Margie Beaton, Anita 
MacDonald, Father Francis Cameron, Yvon LeFort, Mike 
Barron, Lawrence Martell, Gillian Head, Shawn MacDonald, 
Claire Wilson, Maggie MacLeod, and the late Joe Peter 
MacLean.  

Others entertainers consisted of vocalists Morag Burke, Fred 
McCracken, and Jo-Anne Rolls, pianists Suzanne MacLellan, 
Joel Chiasson, Susan MacEachern,  Janet Cameron and 
Sheumas MacNeil of the Barra MacNeils, flautists Jayne Olson 
and Richard MacAulay, Highland piper Courtney MacPherson, 
guitarists Chris MacDonald and Mario Colosimo, and the 
incomparable Monica MacNeil on soprano saxophone. 

Almost all of last years’ performers will be back in 2013. 
This year we also expect to welcome Margaree fiddler Crissy 
Crowley.

All concerts begin at 7:30PM with doors opening at 7:00. 
Tickets are $10, but for the first concert in the series anyone 
under 19 with an adult will be admitted free.  

For more information contact Jim MacDonald at 564-9757

THE IN-BOX

PARKING ON GEORGE STREET

I recently posted on one of our local radio station’s fan 
pages asking if anyone could help with a problem my 
neighbours and I are having with workers from the two 
government buildings parking in front of our homes for 
eight or more hours each day. Monday to Friday. We do 
have two hour parking signs in front of our houses, but 
some still chose to park there for much longer. 

I did receive several proposals and one reply from someone 
that works in the buildings. This person said that they are 
frustrated too – they all want to park close to their work 
and with parking fines and people complaining about 
where they park, there is a lot of added stress when going 
to work. She noted that the big parking lot behind the two 
George Street buildings is full. 

Another person said to move. Why should I move? I’ve 
lived here for forty-two years. Another said its public 
parking. Yes, it is public parking and my neighbours and I 
don’t really care if government workers park in front of our 
homes for the allowed (and posted) two hour maximum, 
but with an eight hour work day, many park there for eight 
or more. 

All of this means that when people visit us they have to 
park across the street and pay at the meters. The workers 
at the government buildings certainly don’t seem to park 
there and the only reason I can think is because they don’t 
want to pay. 

The woman who responded to my post (who seemed like 
a very nice person) said she does pay the meters, but still 
I constantly have to ask several people not to be park in 
front of my home for longer than two hours. When I do 
make this request I’m not generally met with very nice 
comments or reactions. 

I know this is going to stir up a lot of anger among the 
people in those buildings, but someone needs to do 
something. There must be something someone can do 
to help everyone. The church has been calling the city 
complaining because when they put up their “No Parking 
Funeral” signs people continue to park there. What can we 
do? Is there any solution out there that will make everyone 
happy?

Kim 
George Street
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It is hard to believe that it’s been a year since we gathered in 
the Northend for a spring BBQ and announced our Let Them 

Be Kids funding and plan to revitalize Louisa Gardens. It is 
equally hard to believe that it’s only been since September that 
nearly one hundred and fifty volunteers gave up a full day to 
help a dream became a reality – so many friendships, memories, 
and positive outcomes resulted from that day. Since the park 
build, I have had the opportunity to speak with some of those 
who came out to help and many have cited Build Day as the 
best community experience they have taken part in. 

Since that day, I have also witnessed things at Louisa Gardens 
which I never thought I would see. These include laughter, 
imaginative play, and families coming together as families, 
spending time outside day after day. I have heard stories of fifth 
birthdays being celebrated in the park, nieghbourhood daycares 
taking their little ones down to play, and youth group field trips 
to the space. None of these stories would have come to be if it 
was not for the efforts of everyone who helped, both on Build 
Day and the months leading up.

In some ways, the new Louisa Gardens seemed to pop up out of 
nowhere. For this, we are whole heartedly indebted to everyone 
who came out that day to help and could not have done it 
without you. In other ways, the revitalization of this important 
community space was the result of a year of weekly meetings, 
funding proposals, fundraising events, and, of course, e-mail 
after e-mail after e-mail. We were a small but mighty committee 

and have, perhaps most importantly, become great friends in the 
process. 

When we started this project, we had no idea of the impact 
it would have and the support it would gain; we were just a 
group of people who wanted children to have a safe place to 
play. What we realized, however, as our year of planning and 
fundraising drew to a close, was that this park project did not 
have to end with Build Day. We realized that the park could be 
a catalyst for so much more: more events, more friendships, and 
more opportunities for our community to grow and laugh and 
play together. 

This is all to say, we have more to come and would love your 
help. Some of the great ideas garnered over the winter include: 
ball hockey tournaments, outdoor movie nights, garden parties, 
BBQs, and new basketball nets. These may not all happen this 
year but with a little bit of help many of them will. So, who’s 
in?

In closing, I ask one simple favour, love your park and take care 
of it: walk the track, use the exercise equipment, have a picnic, 
and if you haven’t made it down yet, go for a stroll, stop in, and 
enjoy, enjoy, enjoy.

If you would like to help with upcoming events, or have some 
ideas for events, please email Steven Rolls at s_rolls@hotmail.com

IT DOESN’T HAVE TO END WITH BUILD DAY
Steven Rolls - George St.
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In a March presentation before Council, as part of the 
CBRM’s budget consultation process, a newly formed 

Heritage Coalition – made up of heritage and community 
development organizations – urged the CBRM to adopt a 
“RE-USE FIRST” policy when it comes to finding space for 
new or existing activities, or making infrastructure and zoning 
decisions. 

“The concepts we introduced at the presentation to Council 
were neither new nor revolutionary”, noted Joyce Rankin, who 
presented on behalf of the coalition. “Reusing what we have 
makes economic sense and it makes environmental sense. It 
is an approach to progressive development whose success in 
terms of fiscal responsibility, property values, quality of life and 
tourism attraction is backed up by a growing body of research.”  

The coalition argued that there are exceptional historic 
landmarks, in good condition, that need to be re-purposed or 
regenerated. Encouraging the private, public and non-profit 
sectors to make these places incubators of creativity, community 
development, and small business – and, in some cases, places 
of residence or offices – would restart our local economy and 
ensure lively urban cores. 

The coalition has met several times to inventory, assess 
and advocate for the reuse of vacant or soon-to-be-vacant 
heritage properties in Sydney’s Northend and downtown. It is 
composed of the Old Sydney Society, the Sydney Architectural 

Conservation Society, New Dawn Enterprises, Saint Andrew’s 
United Church, Cape Breton Genealogical and Historical 
Society, and the Heritage Cape Breton Connection. Given the 
current vacancy of the exceptional Holy Angels property, and 
the possible closure of both Sacred Heart Church and Saint 
Andrew’s Church (one of the best performance spaces in Cape 
Breton), there are a number of sizeable, well-maintained, and 
historically significant buildings into which we should be 
breathing new life. The recent destruction of the Royal Cape 
Breton Yacht Club underscores the urgent need to use, reuse and 
deeply value our heritage buildings and properties.  

The same principles can apply not just to Sydney but to other 
downtown areas in the region.

As noted by coalition member and CBU professor, Tom 
Urbaniak, “This is a crucial time for us. If we can re-purpose 
some of these great landmarks – and fill them with studios, 
and incubator businesses, and residents – we truly can turn this 
region around through home-grown talent and ingenuity. If we 
do nothing, our decline will be too hard to stop. These buildings 
are a barometer of our performance and our leadership as a 
region”. 

The municipality was urged, as part of the “RE-USE FIRST” 
policy, to take a number of steps, including insisting that 
existing spaces be given clear priority for future facilities 
and feasibility studies and seconding a staff member to 
generate revenue for the municipality by working on property 
revitalization.

HERITAGE AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS 
CALL ON C.B.R.M. TO ADOPT A “RE-USE FIRST” POLICY
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I’ve been thinking for a long time about how to write 
this piece. I’ve been thinking about expectations around 

journalism and objectivity. Expectations which I tend to think 
are a bit silly. There’s never one side to a story. There are never 
two sides, although we’re often led to believe that this is indeed 
the hallmark of value-free reporting. There are a hundred sides, 
a thousand sides. There is a side for each of us that witnesses 
or reflects on events and their impact on our diverse and unique 
lives. 

This is my side. 

I live on George Street. I love Cape Breton. I love the Northend. 

I have two small and magical little ones with bright eyes and the 
most beautiful smiles. Their laughter makes my heart beat.   

I have so much hope for this place. To stay here, rather than 
pack up for destinations with more delights for our eyes and 
minds, is to love this place for what it is and have hope for what 
you know it can become. 

I have hope, for instance, that we have left behind the days of 
hulking foreign-owned manufacturing plants. 

I have hope that after years (and years) of nurturing a more 
local, diverse, sustainable and innovative economy, we are not 
going to abandon this proven new course for sexy promises and 
quick fixes. 

The recent press release issued by the provincial 
government told us a few things about the proposed 
International Iron Beneficiation Group (affiliate of OAO 

NO MORE IRON ORE
Erika Shea - George St.
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Severstal) plant development (http://novascotia.ca/news/
release/?id=20130318004) being considered for the remediated 
tarponds site.

Explicitly, it told us that this plant, if realized, would provide 
“good jobs” and be a “game changer” (ahem, sexy promises). 

Less explicitly it told us that the company would require a rate 
break from Nova Scotia Power. 

It didn’t tell us at all about the “significant reduction in their 
annual tax burden” that CBRM Economic Development Officer 
John Whalley noted the company would expect (Chronicle 
Herald: http://thechronicleherald.ca/business/108841-iron-
ore-pellet-plant-may-employ-700-in-sydney).

I’m skeptical of companies that can’t make a profit (or 
enough of a profit) without guarantees of power rate and 
tax deductions. Deductions or credits not open to all. Many 
businesses do fine (or must do fine) without them. I suppose 
this is simply part of our twenty-first century global business 
environment: which jurisdiction is willing to give up the most 
and accept, in return, the very least.

Here are a few other things the release didn’t mention: 

Cherepovets, an industrial center 300 kilometers northeast of 
Moscow, is home to the Severstal steel plant, one of Russia’s 
largest steel plants. According to a letter from the Mayor of 
Cherepovets (June 2004), in 1999 the plant was responsible for 
more than 95 percent of industrial emissions into the town’s 
air. According to the 1999 State Report on the Environment, 
the Severstal plant was the largest contributor to air pollution 
of all metallurgical plants in Russia 

(http://www.blacksmithinstitute.org/projects/display/153).

The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Baltimore area residents 
and the Baltimore Harbor Waterkeeper recently filed a 
lawsuit against Severstal, owners of the Sparrows Point 
Steel Plant, and former plant owners, ArcelorMittal USA, 
for seepage of pollutants into Bear Creek and the Patapsco 
River. At one location beneath the plant site, benzene, a 
known human carcinogen, has been found in groundwater at 
levels 100,000 times the government’s maximum contaminant 
level concentrations. In 1997, the Environmental Protection 
Agency and Maryland Department of the Environment, issued 
a consent decree that required a cleanup of pollution leaking 
from the 2,300 acre site. But 13 years later, the terms of the 
decree still had not been met. According to the Baltimore Sun, 
“State and federal officials have cited the steel mill owners 22 
times since the court decree, and fined it nearly $700,000.” 

(http://cbf.typepad.com/bay_daily/2010/07/an-underground-
version-of-the-bp-oil-spill-has-been-spreading-toxic-
chemicals-for-decades-into-chesapeake-bay-tributaries.html)

A class action lawsuit has been filed by Melvindale (Michigan) 
residents alleging that the Severstal’s plant emissions there are 
causing air pollution and dust discharge on their properties. 

The lawsuit was filed in Wayne County Circuit Court on behalf 
of Melvindale residents who live near the steel plant and who 
have been affected by Severstal discharge. 

(http://www.bigclassaction.com/lawsuit/severstal-pollution.
php)

In an in-depth piece recently published on news site Cleveland.
com, it was reported that while a steel worker in the US can 
expect to earn competitive wages with good workplace safety 
equipment and assurances, Severstal workers in Russia are 
paid what amounts to less than $300 a month. According to 
the reporter for the piece, “in Cherepovets, Severstal worker 
Nicolai Ryjov, with a cigarette between his lips, fishes scraps 
of slag from the flow of Severyanka, the largest steel-making 
furnace in the world, while protected by little more than a bell-
shaped hard hat and a boiled-wool jacket.”

For Severstal workers in Cherepovets, a steel job earns a 
three-room walk-up in a concrete building coated with stained 
stucco. Home improvement is enclosing the balcony with two-
by-fours. Wide streets are packed with weather-beaten sedans 
that smell of gasoline, sweat and antifreeze. If it’s payday, steel 
workers can afford beef chops and fresh-baked cookies. In 
between, its chicken cutlets or buckwheat kernels boiled with 
milk.

(http://www.cleveland.com/indepth/steel/index.ssf?/indepth/
steel/more/100548330134351.html)

In the Chronicle Herald article cited above, Mr. Whalley also 
indicated that the proposed plant would be “back to the scale 
of the steel plant before its closure … back to having a steel 
operation and a very large import of coal on the former Sydney 
Steel property after a $400 million remediation.” He goes on 
to note that in many ways it “would be like having a coal-fired 
power plant right in the middle of your urban community.” 
Good-bye tourism. Good-bye cruise ship industry.  

This is my side. I’m sure Severstal has a side too. Something 
delivered by someone paid to make their industry and its by-
products sound benign. Maybe they’re dedicated supporters of 
the World Wild Life Fund. Maybe much of their profits go to 
saving baby otters with lymphoma. Probably not. 

All of this, if only still just a possibility, makes me angry. It 
makes me so angry that we think this is the best we can do. We 
can do so much better.

It also makes me sad. It makes me sad for the many residents 
of the Northend, and those on Intercolonial Street, in particular, 
who have worked so hard, alongside the remediation to turn 
their neighbourhood and landscapes around; to make this a 
healthy, green, welcoming, and safe place to live and visit. 

It makes me sad most of all for the little ones who, when 
looking out their bedroom windows for years to come would 
be greeted by a jungle of chugging smoke stacks – a very grey 
backdrop to the boardwalks and green space whose blue prints 
have hardly had time to dry. We owe them more than this. Our 
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need for jobs is urgent, yes, but this – smoke stacks, iron ore 
manufacturing, and such incredible risks to the air they breathe 
and the water they drink – cannot be our legacy to them. No 
matter how badly we need jobs, we owe them more.

LOUISA GARDENS AS 
LEITMOTIF

D. Chisholm - freelance North Ender now sadly exiled to Shipyard area where she 
dreams of the glory of her former homeland.

One of the things I have always considered a piece of 
unmerited luck has been my good fortune to have been 

born and raised in Sydney’s North End, and more specifically, 
on Fairview Street in Sydney’s North End.  (We North Enders 
tend to think of The North End in upper case letters; it’s part of 
The North End psyche).

My parents bought their house on Fairview Street in 1951 after my 
mother saw it being built in the late 1940s from the window of 
their apartment on George Street, and quite simply, fell in love with 
it. I’m not really sure why, since it had no redeeming architectural 

interest, character, or pedigree, rather like its inhabitants.  But 
the house, mid-block on that part of Fairview between Amelia 
and Desbarres Streets, had a backyard that abutted the Louisa 
Gardens, or in neighbourhood vernacular, `The Louisa’ and we 
grew up with The Louisa as our backdrop, or possibly, `fair view’ 
- to differentiate it from being a breathtaking view or even pretty 
decent view.  In this case, the name said it all.

In the late 1950s and early 60s, The Louisa was a year-round 
playground – part jungle, part bayou, part ice rink.  Before any 
development had taken place, before there were swing sets or a 
tennis court or ball field, there was just an open meadow and body 
of water, and that water was a place of magic.  

In summer it drew children to explore its murky depths.  Algae and 
primeval sludge prevented any clear view of its bottom, so to the 
fevered imagination of a child, it might contain almost anything – 
treasure, serpents, old boots!  It certainly had minnows, which in 
child parlance translated to mean ‘free pets’, caught in empty coke 
bottles and proudly carried home to their eventual doom.  And of 
course, The Louisa had the additional bonus of being a place where 
we were guaranteed to ‘get polio’ if we ever fell in.  Places just 
don’t get any more irresistible than that to a child.

In winter, The Louisa froze and provided a natural, bumpy ice rink.  
The “big boys” would clear off sections to play hockey and there 
was always an area for general skating, or, more accurately, general 
falling and getting back up - to the accompaniment of catcalls, 
jeers, and other traditional North End terms of encouragement/
abuse.  My mother would lace me into skates in our basement and 
I would totter through the backyard and gate that opened out onto 
The Louisa, (thus ensuring the dullest skate blades in Christendom) 
and go down to the pond.  It was there that I learned to skate 
on weekends, and, because it was so close to home, I was even 
allowed to go down after supper on weekdays and skate in the dark 
while my mother watched  from our kitchen window.  It was a time 
of enchantment for a small girl, safe in the knowledge that I would 
probably not get polio even though I was in actual physical contact 
with The Louisa.

In late fall one year, a North End dog imaginatively named 
Poochie, grabbed a new pink and black striped cap off my head 
the very first time I wore it.  I gave chase but Poochie disappeared 
in the direction of The Louisa.  I searched The Louisa for that 
cap over the entire winter, but with the depth and frequency of 
snowfalls during those years of Big Snow, I was never successful 
in retrieving it.  

That spring, however, I came upon a rotting, pinkish thing in the 
grass and muck that composed The Louisa’s greenery.  The thing 
had been chewed and generally mauled, and I had endured  months 
of admonitions from my mother to `be more careful’ lest roaming 
packs of dogs snatch still more caps off my unsuspecting noggin, 
as if I could somehow control such things.  But I had beaten the 
odds, and, more importantly, Poochie, and found my cap.

The years have evaporated and I no longer wear a cap of any stripe, 
or even live in The North End.  But I fondly recall those days at 
The Louisa, where fun was free and a dog might make a canine 
comment on your sartorial style in his own doggy way.  

Eldon MacDonald, Councilor for District Nine (which 
includes the Northend) and Jim MacLeod, Councilor for 
District Four (which includes Whitney Pier) were asked 
for their input on the plant for the issue of The Turnip. 
Councilor MacLeod provided a number of the links cited 
above. Councilor MacDonald noted: 

“When we look at the International Iron Beneficiation 
Group, some controversial past practices would suggest a 
history of contaminated sites. With the massive clean-up 
that’s been done on the former Steel Plant site I would be 
hesitant to see any company begin to operate there if their 
operations were to jeopardize the remediation. This has to 
be balanced, of course, against our need for job creation. 
Jobs should be at the top of our priority list but for me it 
is not jobs at all costs, this along with the interests of the 
environment and the protection of the greater community 
has to be given equal consideration. If this company has in 
fact turned over a new leaf, the onus is on them to prove 
this concretely - to demonstrate that their current operating 
procedures worldwide have absolutely no adverse effects 
on the environment. This needs to be their first step. Senior 
levels of government need to vigorously assess the current 
environmental practices of the corporation’s most recent 
projects while the feasibility study is being completed. Only 
after they have proven themselves to be an environmentally 
and community minded corporation should they be given 
access to this community to open up a dialogue and 
demonstrate their due diligence. It is an absolute must for 
the corporation to hold various public sessions, community 
presentations, workshops or town hall style meetings. 
Public input must be allowed so questions can be asked 
and answers given so that the community feels part of the 
process of moving our community forward.
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SACRED HEART 
Peyton Chisholm - Friends of Sacred Heart Church 

In response to the recommendation by the Diocesan Pastoral 
Planning committee and the decision to suppress Sacred 

Heart Parish and close the Sacred Heart Church building as of 
June 30, 2014, the Sacred Heart Parish Council has struck an 
ad hoc committee, the Future of Sacred Heart Church (FSHC) 
committee. 

The committee has met monthly since July of 2012 to formulate 
plans to secure ownership of Sacred Heart Church and cemetery 
from the diocese and to continue to operate the facility as a 
community centre/museum. It is hoped that this community 
centre museum will host events and educational activities for 
the general public and tourists.

Application has been made to Nova Scotia Registry of Joint 
Stocks for the incorporation of the Friends of Sacred Heart 
Church Society which, it is hoped, will operate the church after 
June 2014. The Friends of Sacred Heart Church Trust Fund has 
also been established to help financially support the efforts of 
the FSHC Society.

We see Sacred Heart Church as pillar of a new heritage 
dialogue for the Northend of Sydney. St. George’s Church 
tells the 18th century British colonial story of the development 
of the Anglican Church in colonial Sydney, St. Patrick’s 
Church Museum tells the story of the 19th and early 20th 
century catholic religious experience in Northend Sydney. The 
construction of Sacred Heart Church and the growth of the 
parish parallels the 20th century industrial steel and coal period 
and documents the contributions made by the parishioners to 
the development of a modern Industrial city.

This June (2013), the three parishes of Sacred Heart, St. 
Joseph’s, and St. Anthony Daniel will begin to operate as 
one. Mass will still be held at Sacred Heart every week and 
weddings, funerals and other liturgical services will still be 
delivered at the church until June 2014. At that time all formal 
church services will be transferred to St. Joseph’s.

EVENTS

Louisa Gardens Refresh BBQ
Saturday, June 2nd – 1:00pm 
Join us down at the beautifully restored Louisa Gardens to 
refresh the gardens, tidy up the playground and talk about 
some exciting upcoming events. Enjoy some delicious 
& FREE BBQ courtesy of the Northend Park Project 
Organizing Committee while you’re out. Can’t wait to see 
you there!

4th Annual Great Northend Yard Sale
Saturday June 22nd – 8:00am to 11am 
Gather up your valuable treasures, it’s that time 
again! We’ll do the advertising, the posters and the 
neighbourhood maps – you do the selling. If you’d like to 
be on the Fourth Annual Great Northend Yard Sale map, 
call 270-6013 or e-mail thenorthendturnip@gmail.com. 

The Old Sydney Society AGM 
Thursday, May 23rd – 7:00pm 
Join us at the Centre for Heritage and Science, 225 George 
St., Sydney. Please remember to have your membership 
dues paid because all dues expire at the end of March 
2013.

WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING 
FOR CONTENT

If you have something you would 
like to share with the community, 
have an article you would like to 

write, or even an old Northend photo 
you would like to share, please 

contact us at 270-6013 or e-mail 
thenorthendturnip@gmail.com. 


